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CONFIDENCE TO
DRIVE TRUE 2017

Back by popular demand! Calling all
women who are looking to expand
New Year, new budget... new car
repairs. As daunting as the cost of their knowledge of automotive
car repairs can be, we have a few tips repairs. This is a hands-on workshop
to ensure you are ready for anthing designed to help women be better
informed and educated when dealing
your car may throw your way.
with their vehicle. Become mechanic
DRIVE TRUE
savvy, know the components of your
CAR OF THE MONTH
car, and drive with confidence. This
one of a kind workshop is designed
1981 DeLorean DMC-12
for women, by women! Receive a
The famous DeLorean car is a
personalized Confidence to Drive
rare find indeed. Manufactured
True portfolio, a FREE oil change gift
in Northern Ireland, DeLorean
certificate, life long skills and much
Motor Company only produced Tip #1 : Have your vehicle inspected more! Workshops will run from
this beauty from 1981-1983.
in January. While paying the hour April - September 2017.
While we are reminencent of labour right after the holidays may
the movie, Back to the Future, not be ideal, it could potentionally
that made it world famous as save you hundreds in the long run.
a time machine, you can still Have a complete inspection, along
with a comprehensive quote, then
see these babies driven around have your mechanic break it down,
from time to time. Highly
listing Top Priority repairs first.
desirable at Car Shows,
Request a subtotal for each
Auctions and by car enthusist, individual job to help you better plan
the DeLorean is a fine addition Tip #2 : Know your maintenance.
to any car collection. Sporting Maintenance includes services that
Amber Smith - Workshop Facilitator
keep your vehicle operating in the
stainless steel body panels and best possible conditions. Plan how
gull-wing doors, it is one of the many oil changes, tire rotations, etc.
TRICKS OF THE TRADE
most innovative car designs you you will require throughout the year. To ensure the longevity of your brake
Find out the price and include that rotors, we recommend to release heat
will ever find. DMC only
into your budget.
build up. After coming to a complete
produced 9,200 vehicles, all
Tip #3 : Break down your expected stop, quickly release the brake, then
with similar looks and only
repairs into time slots. Expect X
immediately re-apply. Heat is the
slight modifications to design. amount within the first 3 months, X
biggest contributor to premature
The DeLorean has been Drive amount by mid year and the
wear and tear. Avoid doing if you are
True’s mascot since our
remainder for the last half. If you
bumper to bumper or on a
can, allow some wiggle room for the
inception in 2011.
downward slope.
unexpected.
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